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1. M. De Marsollier. Vie de saint Francois de Sales, 1860. 

Tours Ad Mame et Cie. Very Good. $75  

An extremely scarce mid 19th 

century edition of the Life of 

Saint Francois de Sales, Bishop 

of Geneva and honored as a 

saint in the Catholic Church. 

He was noted for his deep 

faith and gentle approach to 

the religious divisions in the 

land resulting from the 

Protestant Reformation. He is 

known also for his works on 

spiritual direction and spiritual formation, particularly his Introduction to 

the Devout Life and Treatise on the Love of God. 

This edition is bound in a richly decorated and ornate cartonnage 

binding of the period, adorned with golden gilt against red and 

white, with a central panel design of the Pope blessing a subject. 

Worldcat records only one existing copy of this edition in libraries.  

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 235 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with very little wear and rubbing to the binding, 

and slight chipping noted to the front joint. There is minor foxing and staining throughout. 

 

2. M. l'abbe Macker. Paul et Marie ou Les fruits d'une 

bonne education traduction, 1873. Rouen Megard et Cie. 

Good. $55 

An extremely scarce late 19th 

century edition of Paul et 

Marie, or; the fruits of a good 

education.  

This edition is bound in a 

richly decorated and ornate 

cartonnage binding of the 

period, with golden gilt 

against white and pink, and a 

central panel of a knight clad 

in black armor and a fair maiden and her maidservant. 

Worldcat records only one existing copy of this edition in libraries. 



One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 141 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in good shape, with minor wear and rubbing to the binding, and 

slightly cracked front joints. There is minor foxing throughout.  

 

3. Theophile Menard. La Famille Dorival, 1860. Tours, Ad 

Mame Et Cie. Very Good. $115 

An extremely scarce mid 

19th century edition of 

Menard’s The Dorival Family, 

or The influence of a good 

example, being the fifth 

edition. 

Worldcat records only no 

existing copies of this edition 

in libraries. 

This edition is bound in a 

stunningly decorated and ornate cartonnage binding of the period, with 

golden gilt against blue and white, with beautiful flowering designs on the covers and spine, along with a 

central panel of a child aiding her ailing mother. There are six 

plates throughout. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 282 pages  

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with 

very little wear or rubbing to the binding. There is virtually no 

foxing or staining throughout, save for the stained tissue flaps 

for each plate.  



 

4. Marie Muller, pseud. de Mme Terron. La Madone de la 

Foret, 1874. Tours Alfred Mame Et Fils. Very Good. $45 

An extremely scarce late 19th century edition of The 

Madonna of the Forest, followed by A Test; Sophie 

Laurent; and The Two Branches of Ivy. 

Worldcat records only no 

existing copies of this edition in 

libraries.  

This edition is bound in a richly 

decorated and ornate 

cartonnage binding of the 

period, with golden gilt against 

white and green, and a central 

panel of a praying figure. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 141 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with minor rubbing and 

wear, and part of the cartonnage design torn right below the central panel. 

There is minor foxing and staining throughout. 

 

5. Du Chanoine Schmid. Eustache Conte traduit de 

l'allemand, Tome Second, 19th century. Lille J. Lefort. 

Very Good. $35 

An extremely scarce 19th century 

edition of Eustache Conte, 

translated from the original 

German, being the second 

volume. 

Worldcat records only no existing 

copies of this edition in libraries.  

This edition is bound in a richly 

decorated and ornate cartonnage 

binding of the period, with golden 

gilt against a blue-ish green, and a central panel depicting a lake view. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 24mo, 138 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with very little foxing or staining throughout. 

 



6. Cesarie Farrenc; Elisabeth Verdure. Ernestine ou les 

charmes de la vertu, 1852. Tours, Ad Mame et Cie. Very 

Good. $60 

A scarce mid 19th century 

edition of Ernestine or the 

charms of virtue; followed by 

Nelly or the young artist; and 

Caroline and Juliette.  

This edition is bound in a richly 

decorated and ornate 

cartonnage binding of the 

period, with golden gilt against 

white and pink, and a central 

panel. 

Worldcat records only 12 existing copies of this edition in libraries. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 288 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with minor wear and rubbing to the binding, and 

the cartonnage decoration slightly faded. There is little to no foxing or staining throughout.  

 

7. Mathilde Bourdon. Le Prix de la vie, 1877. Libraire 

de J. Lefort. Very Good. $45  

An extremely scarce late 

19th century edition of The 

Prize for Life, followed by 

several short stories, by 

the author of Key to the 

Heart. 

Worldcat records only one 

existing copy of this edition 

in libraries. 

This edition is bound in a 

richly decorated and ornate cartonnage binding of the 

period, with golden gilt against purple and white, and a 

central panel of an idyllic cottage. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 142 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with minor rubbing and wear to the binding, and 

a small hole on the front joint and central panel. There is virtually no foxing or staining throughout. 



 

8. Jules Lacroix de Marles. Merveilles et phenomenes 

de la nature, 1869. Limoges, Eugene Ardant et C. 

Thibaut. Very Good. $75 

An extremely scarce late 

19th century edition of 

Wonders and Phenomena 

of Nature. 

Worldcat records only one 

existing copy of this edition 

in libraries. 

This edition is bound in a 

richly decorated and 

ornate cartonnage binding 

of the period, with golden gilt against white and orange, with an unusual central panel of an inventor 

carrying a large water tank dispenser upon his bank. An unusual precursor to Super Mario Sunshine, 

perhaps. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 144 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with very little rubbing or wear to the binding, 

save the head of the spine. There is minor foxing throughout.  

 

9. Mathilde et Gabrielle, 1850. Felt Binding. Ad Mame 

et Cie. Very Good. $70 

An extremely scarce mid 19th century edition of 

Mathilde and Gabrielle or the benefits of a Christian 

education. There are six plates throughout. 

Worldcat records only one existing copy of this edition 

in libraries.  

This edition is uniquely bound 

in a brilliantly decorated and 

ornate felt cartonnage binding 

of the period, with gold gilt set 

again reddish brown. 

One finely decorated 

cartonnage volume in 12mo, 308 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with minor rubbing and 

wear to the binding. There is little to no foxing or staining throughout. 



 

10. Just Jean Etienne Roy. Histoire de Francois 

1er,1851. Lille, L. Lefort. Very Good. $70 

A scarce mid 19th 

century edition of the 

History of Francis the 

1st, King of France, 

nicknamed the Father of 

Letters. Being a patron 

of the arts, he promoted 

the French Renaissance 

by attracting many 

Italian artists to work for 

him, including Leonardo 

da Vinci, who brought 

the Mona Lisa with him, which Francis later acquired. 

Francis' reign saw numerous cultural changes in France, the spread of humanism and Protestantism, and 

the beginning of French exploration of the New World. Explorers such as Jacques Cartier and others 

claimed lands in the Americas for France and paved the way for the expansion of the first French 

colonial empire. 

Worldcat records eight existing copies of this edition in libraries. 

This edition is bound in an ornate cartonnage binding of the period in golden gilt, with a large central 

panel of dueling lords amongst a large battle. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 262 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with minor rubbing and wear to the binding, and 

minor foxing throughout. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



11. Washington Irving; Ernest W***. Un tour dans les 

prairies a l'ouest des Etats-Unis, 1854. Tours, Ad Mame 

et Cie. Very Good. $60 

A mid 19th century French edition 

of Irving’s  Tour of the Prairies of 

the Western United States, 

originally printed in 1835.  

This edition is bound in a richly 

decorated and ornate cartonnage 

binding of the period, with golden 

gilt against white, with a central 

panel featuring a water buffalo 

being hunted. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 235 pages  

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with minor 

rubbing and wear to the binding. There is little to no foxing 

throughout.  

 

12. Josephine-Marie de Gaulle. Julien Durand, 1860. 

Lille, L. Lefort. Poor. $30  

An extremely scarce mid 

19th century edition of de 

Gaulle’s Julien Durand, 

being a short story freely 

imitated from English; 

followed by Honorine. 

Worldcat records only one 

existing copy of this 

edition in libraries. 

This edition is bound in a 

richly decorated and ornate cartonnage binding of the 

period, with golden gilt against white and green, with 

a central panel. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 237 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in poor shape, with minor 

rubbing and wear to the binding, and cracking to the right of the 

central panel. About a third of the text block has cleanly 

detached. There is minor foxing throughout.  



 

13. Eugene Rosary. La Campagne de Russie, 1876.  

Rouen, Megard et Cie. Very Good. $65 

An extremely scarce late 

19th century edition of 

Rosary’s The Russian 

Campaign.  

Worldcat records only 

one existing copy of this 

edition in libraries. 

This edition is bound in a 

richly decorated and 

ornate cartonnage 

binding of the period, 

with golden gilt against white and blue, with a central panel featuring Charles Martel at the Battle of 

Tours. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in octavo, 118 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with very little wear to the binding. There is 

minor foxing throughout. 

 

14. Louis-Phocion Todiere.Histoire de Charles VIII Roi de 

France, 1853. Tours, Ad Mame et Cie. Good. $80 

An uncommon late 19th 

century edition of the History 

of Charles VIII, King of France, 

otherwise known as The 

Affable. 

Worldcat records only 30 

existing copies of this edition 

in libraries. 

This edition is bound in a 

richly decorated and ornate 

cartonnage binding of the period, with golden gilt against white, red 

and green, with a central panel of what is likely to be Charles himself. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 284 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in good shape, with minor wear 

and rubbing to the binding, with chipping to the foot of the central 

panel, as well as minor chipping to the back cover. 



 

15. Johan Fredrik af Lundblad. Histoire de Danemark et de 

Norwege: d'apres les historiens les plus estimes, 1863. 

Tours, Ad Mame et Cie. Poor. $25 

A scarce mid 19th century edition of 

The History of Denmark and Norway, 

According to the most esteemed 

historians 

Worldcat records only 14 existing 

copies of this edition in libraries.  

This edition is bound in a richly 

decorated and ornate cartonnage 

binding of the period, with golden gilt 

against white and blue, and a central panel. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 186 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in poor shape, with rubbing and wear to the binding, the front board 

starting to detach, and chipping to the head and foot of the spine. There is minor foxing throughout.  

 

16. Dominique Bouhours. Vie de Saint Francois Xavier: 

Apotre des Indes et du Japon, 1861. Tours, Ad Mame et 

Cie. Very Good. $50 

An extremely scarce mid 

19th century biography on 

the life and times of Saint 

Francis Xavier, the Navarrese 

Catholic missionary who 

founded the Society of Jesus, 

and one of the greatest 

missionaries since Paul the 

Apostle.  Form his missionary 

work in India, to tireless 

efforts in Japan and 

Southeastern Asia, he was known as the “Apostle of the Indies” and “Apostle of Japan”.  

Worldcat records only one existing copy of this edition in libraries. 

This edition is bound in a richly decorated and ornate cartonnage 

binding of the period, with golden gilt against white and green, with 

a central panel of Xavier blessing villagers. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 236 pages 



On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with very little rubbing and wear to the binding. 

There is virtually no foxing or staining throughout. 

 

17. de Saint-Junien. Sublime devouement de deux 

enfants chretiens, 1864? Limoges, Barbou Freres. Good. 

$50 

An extremely scarce mid 19th 

century edition of the Sublime 

dedication of two Christian 

children. 

Worldcat records only one 

existing copy of this edition in 

libraries.  

This edition is bound in a richly 

decorated and ornate cartonnage 

binding of the period, with golden 

gilt against white and pink, with a central panel featuring an idyllic cottage. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 284 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in good shape, with very little rubbing or wear to the binding. Two 

leaves following the title appear to be missing from the main text, starting from page 6. There is virtually 

no foxing or staining throughout. 

 

18. Martial Ardant. La Pieuse Paysanne; ou, vie de Louise 

Deschamps, 1850? Paris, Limoges, Martial Ardant Freres. Very 

Good. $65 

A mid 19th century edition of The Pious 

Peasant Woman; or the life of Louise 

Deschamps. A work that has already 

appeared under the title of the 

Portuguese virtuous. 

This edition is bound in a richly decorated 

and ornate cartonnage binding of the 

period, with golden gilt against blue, and a 

hand-colored central panel. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 282 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with very little rubbing or wear to the binding. 

There is virtually no foxing or staining throughout.  



 

19. Les heros du Dieu des armees ou les generaux 

combattant pour sauver leur patrie, 1861. Versailles, 

Imprimerie de Beau Jeune. Very Good. $25 

An extremely scarce mid 19th century edition of Heroes of 

the God of Hosts or generals fighting to save their 

homeland. 

Worldcat records only one existing copy of this edition in 

libraries. 

This edition is bound in a decorated cartonnage binding of 

the period, with golden gilt against white 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 341 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with minor wear and rubbing to the binding. 

There is virtually no foxing or staining throughout. 

 

20. Jean Baptiste Blanchard. L'ecole des moeurs, ou 

reflexions morales et historiques sur les maximes de la 

sagesse, 1850. Tours, Ad Mame et Cie. Very Good. $95  

A mid 19th century edition of the 

school of manners, or moral and 

historical reflections on the 

maxims of wisdom. 

This edition is bound in a richly 

decorated and ornate 

cartonnage binding of the period, 

with golden gilt against blue. 

Two finely decorated cartonnage volumes in 12mo, 234, 

235 pages 

On note of condition these volumes are in very good shape, with minor rubbing and wear to the binding, 

and chipping to the back of volume one. There is virtually no foxing or staining throughout. 

 



21. Etienne Gervais. Mozart ou La jeunesse d'un grand 

artiste, 1866. Tours, Alfred Mame et Fils. Fair. $35 

A mid 19th century edition of 

Mozart, or The Youth of a 

Great Artist.  

This edition is bound in a richly 

decorated and ornate 

cartonnage binding of the 

period, with golden gilt against 

white and green, with a central 

panel of ancient Roman ruins. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 186 

pages 

On note of condition this volume is in fair shape, with rubbing and wear to the binding, with cracked 

front joints. There is foxing throughout. 

 

22. P Lavayssiere. Les Cinq haricots du petit Francois, 

1889? Limoges, Eugrne Ardant. Very Good. $20 

An extremely scarce late 19th century edition of The Five 

Beans of Little Francois 

Worldcat records only two existing copies of this edition 

in libraries. 

This edition is bound in a decorated cartonnage binding, 

with golden gilt against blue.  

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 72 

pages 

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, 

with virtually no foxing or staining throughout.  

 



23. M.V.C. Promenades d'un naturaliste, 1864. Tours, Alfred 

Mame et Fils. Poor. $20 

An extremely scarce mid 19th century 

edition of Walks of a Naturalist.  

Worldcat records no existing copies of 

this edition in libraries. 

This edition is bound in a richly 

decorated and ornate cartonnage 

binding of the period, with golden gilt 

against white and black, and a central 

panel of a gathering of animals. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 234 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in poor shape, with rubbing and wear to the binding, with chipping 

to the spine, and the front board just hanging on by two threads. The title page is also detached. There 

is minor foxing throughout.  

 

24. C. Fallet. Le Fils du Pecheur, 1871. Rouen, Megard et Cie. 

Poor. $15 

An extremely scarce late 19th century edition of The Sinner's 

Son.  

Worldcat records only no existing copies of this edition in 

libraries. 

This edition is bound in a richly decorated and ornate 

cartonnage binding of the period, with golden gilt against 

white and pink, with a central panel. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 119 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in poor shape, with rubbing and wear to the binding, with the front 

board detached. There is minor foxing throughout. 



 

25. Chanoine Vincellet. Louise, ou La Premiere Communion 

ouvrage dedie aux jeuves eleves des ecoles Chretiennes, 1851. 

Tours, Ad. Mame et Cie.  Very Good. $40 

An extremely scarce mid 19th century 

edition of Louise: or The first 

communion book dedicated to young 

students of Christian schools.  

Worldcat records only one existing 

copy of this edition in libraries. 

This edition is bound in a richly 

decorated and ornate cartonnage 

binding of the period, with golden gilt against blue, and a central panel featuring 

a priest blessing the sisters of the congregation. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 239 pages. 

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with minor rubbing and wear to the binding. 

There is virtually no foxing or staining throughout.  

 

26. Monseigneur l'eveque de nevers. Vie du Cardinal 

Ximenes Regent d'Espagne, 1851. Tours, Ad Mame et Cie. 

Very Good. $30 

A scarce mid 19th century edition of Cardinal Ximenes, 

Regent of Spain, also known as Francisco Jiménez de 

Cisneros. 

This edition is bound in an ornate cartonnage binding of the 

period, with golden gilt against white. 

One finely decorated cartonnage volume in 12mo, 212 pages 

On note of condition this volume is in very good shape, with 

minor rubbing and wear to the binding, with the back board 

making a creaking sound every time it is opened and closed. There is minor foxing throughout.  

 

 

 

 



Terms of Sale 

Placing an order: 

Purchases are primarily made online at www.thatguywiththebooks.com, or alternatively by requesting 

an invoice. If an item is not yet listed on the site, you may request an invoice. 

You are welcome to contact me at 6478577458, on Instagram @thatguywiththebooks, or by email at 

guywiththebooks@gmail.com. I will be available for calls prior to 12PM EST, and 5PM onwards. 

Feel free to confirm the availability of the material in this catalog prior to any purchases. 

 

Payment Methods and Terms of Sale: 

Payment is accepted by PayPal or credit card through online store purchases, or directly by email to 

zubairul@hotmail.com via requested invoice. Prices are in USD unless otherwise noted. 

 

Shipping: 

Canadian Customers: 

For domestic Canadian shipping, we currently offer a tracked flat rate of 10 CAD on standard sized 

orders through Canada Post.  

US Customers: 

For US shipping, we currently offer a tracked flat rate of 20 CAD on standard sized orders through 

Canada Post. 

International customers: 

For International shipping, we currently offer a standard untracked flat rate of 20 CAD on standard sized 

orders through Canada Post. 

For additional tracked shipping, the flat rate fee will vary per destination. 

Fees vary for larger volumes and combined lots. Other shipping methods may be made at request and 

will be billed at cost. For additional insurance coverage beyond the standard 100 CAD, please notify us 

prior to shipment. You will be billed at cost. 

 

Returns: 

Returns are accepted within 10 days of receiving your purchase if the order is not as described. When 

returning any order or item, please contact us first, whether by email or phone.  

All returns must be securely packed, shipped, and potentially insured, similar to how they were 

received, and mailed back by registered mail. 

 

 

http://www.thatguywiththebooks.com/
mailto:guywiththebooks@gmail.com
mailto:zubairul@hotmail.com


About us: 

That Guy With the Books is an independently operated Canadian based antiquarian bookstore, opening 

its online doors in 2019 from out of Toronto. 

We buy and sell rare and unique texts of all topics and bindings, with specific focuses on theology, 

history, literature, illustrated works, fine bindings, and vellum bound books from the 16th to 17th 

century. 

We also have a small but growing inventory of Japanese print books and manuscripts, as well as other 

print-based items and ephemera for sale. 

That Guy With The Books is a member of the Independent Online Booksellers’ Association, and are 

bound by their ethical bookselling guidelines. 

 

Thanks for perusing this catalog, with more to come, as always. 

 

 

                 

 


